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how can i become a professional tour guide learn org - if you are interested in being a tour guide in the united states
you might be required to earn professional licensing depending on which city or area you want to work in if you plan on
being a guide in any of the following cities you will need to get licensed first, 3 ways to become a tour guide wikihow how to become a tour guide method 2 getting hired pass any necessary exams for your area get training to gain experience
and contacts take classes in relevant fields to expand your knowledge get a hospitality or tourism degree if you can afford it
apply for positions online or in person, requirements to become a tour guide - requirements to become a tour guide the
exact requirements ultimately depend on the nature of your job or environment for example it is possible to become a
museum tour guide with little or no training provided that you can demonstrate sufficient mastery of the subject material,
how to become a tour guide academic invest - educational requirements to become a tour guide the job of a tour guide
also requires knowledge that isn t necessarily taught in colleges or universities this knowledge typically includes first aid and
cpr training specific knowledge of the area or establishment being toured or subjects related to the tour such as local cultural
information, tour guide training guide schools and academies - the second highest percentage at 23 3 had only a high
school diploma with 22 of tour guides having some form of college education it is most important that you receive training to
be a tour guide whether you only have a high school diploma or a university degree, how to become a tour guide the
good universities guide - education training for a tour guide highest qualification is a certificate 3 or 4 7 4 highest
qualification is a diploma or advanced diploma 35 3 highest qualification is a bachelor degree 35 3 below 35 years 44 5
above 35 years 53 9 the data above is sourced from the department of employment s job outlook website, becoming a
good tour guide required guiding skills - no matter how much training you get and no matter how much experience you
have you will only be a successful tour guide if you have specific natural skills and talents when speaking to former tour
guides and tour directors who are in charge of hiring new guides they consider the most important factor above all others to
be the ability to get on well with people, tour guide training and education program options - tour guide certificate
programs enrollment in a tour guide program requires a high school diploma or ged while admission guidelines may not
specify any particular course composition and speech are helpful travel guide programs may be structured as a group of
core and electives courses or as a fixed set of courses, become a tour guide guiding organisations australia accredited training is an important component of professional development for tour guides training offers updates on current
industry practices and a recognition of competency required by increasing numbers of employers the following information
provides pathways for tour guides to develop their skills and credentials, how to become an outdoor guide aoa
adventures - learn about how to become an outdoor guide and more about this career from arizona outback adventures
chosen as one of outside magazine s best places to work, guide requirements guide application trek travel bike current first aid and cpr certification all candidates offered a guide contract will be required to obtain their first aid level 1 or
basic as well as adult cpr certification valid until the end of the year and submit a copy of these to the trek travel office prior
to commencing work guides are responsible for the cost, emirati tour guide programme department of tourism dubai support and training programmes for uae nationals our emirati tour guide programme is a joint initiative between the dubai
college of tourism dct the department of tourism and commerce marketing dtcm and the department of economic
development ded, international tour management institute itmi - at the international tour management institute itmi we
help people realize their travel dreams by turning their passion for travel into a fulfilling career itmi has been training and
certifying our students to become tour and travel professionals since 1976 and was the first american school designed
specifically to train professional tours
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